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Undesirable Results

Metric

Loss of ability to pump
GW

GW elevation

WL declines below the base
of well screens in more than
25% of representative wells

MO

Comments

GW levels at 2011 high WL

maximizes range between MT and MO

Significant and
WL declines below the
Depth to GW at the
unreasonable GDE
Critical Water Level defined
Fillmore - Piru basin
vegetation die-off due to
as 10 ft lower than 2011 low
boundary
GSP implementation
WL*

GW levels at 2011 high WL

*when the CWL is exceeded, mitigation
water (e.g., pumped GW) will be
provided to CDFW for use at the
Cienega Springs restoration project site,
if the WL has not recovered to CWL by
the subsequent May 1st

GW levels at 2011 high WL

maximizes range between MT and MO

inadequate GW storage to
GW Storage last through multi-year
Reduction
drought without GW
extraction limitations

GW elevation

MT

(June 10, 2021)

WL declines below the base
of well screens in more than
25% of representative wells

Future rising GW conditions are not
expected to be materially different
Surface water flow
from historical conditions.
Rising GW rates at the
declines due to GW
The GSP does not propose projects or
Fillmore-Piru basin
A MT is not applicable for
management actions that would change
GW levels at 2011 high WL
SW Depletion extractions that interfere
boundary (Fish
this sustainability indicator.
the operational regime of the
with the beneficial use
Hatchery area)
basins. Therefore, implementation of
and users
the GSP does not cause significant and
unreasonable effects.
Monitor subsidence amount - InSAR
Land subsidence amounts
data from DWR; study to identify
Land
Total inelastic subsidence of Inelastic subsidence rates within +/susceptible infrastructure (e.g., longthat interfere with
Subsidence rates
Subsidence
1ft/yr or 1ft over 5 yrs
0.1 ft/yr as determined by InSAR
span bridges, gravity sewage systems)
infrastructure operations
for 5 yr GSP update

Water quality degradation
Degraded
that impairs the beneficial
WQ
use of the resource
Seawater
Intrusion

NA

WQ values

Water quality parameters
established in existing or
future regulations

FPBGSA is not a water purveyor and
lacks regulatory authority for WQ
compliance, but will cooperate with
appropriately empowered entities

NA

NA

NA

